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Statement

"He was approaching with his fairy walk
He held out his alabaster hands
His hands -- a swan's song on the shores of a crystal lake"
In the context of destructive events - wars, conflicts, politicaly and socialy unstable situations in
Serbian society, the project speaks about missing refined contents in the lives of the individuals that
make that society. By taking out this works in the city square, in a public space, a space of anxious
relation opens between intimate, personal, erotic / love fulfillment and cruelty, external influence and
voyeurism. Also, through universaly adopted language of stereotipes and trash, the project speaks
about ideal relationship between two persons.
Maja Josifovic
"A Story told in six ways" - 7 sets of cubes
7 sets of «toy cubes». Each set contains 12 cubes and a picture that can be put together in six
different ways. The pictures that appear on sets of cubes are made in digital print.
Obvious connection, between children toys and themes from the lifes of adults, opens a specific gap
between those two remote life points. The intention of the author is to offer, through an interactive
game, a possibility of individual fulfillment of this gap to each visitor.
Dimitrije Tadic
"Every little thing you say I`ll do" - Objects (wood, glass, plaster, sylicon, satin pillows)
The objects consist of five wooden »showcases«, with glass cubes on the top of each one in which
different objects are placed (each showcase contains one object).
The »showcases« resemble the ones seen in museums and used for exhibits. Under the glass are
placed red colored objects (colour traditionaly used for expressing love themes) that should be
associated with objects of great value.
These objects play with stereotypes in presenting erotic / love relationship between two persons.
They quote trash figurines in porcelain or chocolate figures (usually received as a gift, for example
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for Christmas) - rabbit sitting in grass, dog's head with a collar, a bird with heartlike wings, cat
playing with a ball, and Pegasus bowing his head gently after having folded his wings.

CV Maja Josifovic

Maja Josifovic / artist

Nis / Serbia

nationality: Serbian

education
Maja Josifovic, born in 1976 in Nis. Graduated from the Academy of Applied Arts in Belgrade,
Department of Scenography, in 1999.

project overview
Solo exhibitions (selection)
2001. The Europism Project (Yugoslav Film Archive, Belgrade, What is Europism?; Center for
Cultural Decontamination, Belgrade, Antinihilismus; Rex Cultural Center, Belgrade, Europistic
soirée; SKC Gallery, Belgrade, Where is the End of Europism?) - The project includes street actions
(distribution of posters and stickers, throwing pamphlets from the roofs) and the promotion of the
almanac 1+1=3 (No.1). 
2003. Cultural center Sopot
2004. From Happiness, from a Dream project, Museum of Nikola Tesla, Belgrade. The project
includes promotion of the almanac From Happiness, from a Dream (No.2)
2005. History Reader project (Museum of Yugoslav History, Belgrade; Historical Archives of
Belgrade; Pedagogical Museum, Belgrade). The project includes street actions (distribution of
posters, pamphlets and stickers) and the promotion of the almanac History Reader (No.3)
Cultural Center Pancevo, Contemporary Art Gallery and Gallery Dvoriste, video, installations
Group 5xhibitions (selection)
1999. Prague, Prague Scenography Quadrennial
2000. Biennial of watercolours, Ecka, Zrenjanin
2002. Vrsac Biennale of Young Artists
43rd October Salon, Belgrade
Cultural Center Belgrade, Artget Gallery, Progress
2003. Belgrade Summer Festival
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Relational Beauty, Gallery Skulpturens hus, Stockholm, Sweden.
2004. Belgrade Summer Festival
2005. First International Festival of Art Flags, Gallery Zlatno oko, Novi Sad
Belgrade Summer Festival
2006. Dislocations: Utopian Space(s), Gallery Ozon
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Dimitrije Tadic / artist

Belgrade / Serbia

nationality: Serbian

education
Born 1973 in Belgrade. Graduated from the Academy of Applied Arts in Belgrade, Department of
Scenography, in 1999.

project overview

Contact: hypnison@yahoo.com
Solo exhibitions (selection)
2001. The Europism Project (Yugoslav Film Archive, Belgrade, What is Europism?; Center for
Cultural Decontamination, Belgrade, Antinihilismus; Rex Cultural Center, Belgrade, Europistic
soirée; SKC Gallery, Belgrade, Where is the End of Europism?). The project includes street actions
(distribution of posters and stickers, throwing pamphlets from the roofs) and the promotion of the
almanac 1+1=3 (No.1). 
2003. Cultural center Belgrade, Gallery Artget.
2004. From Happiness, from a Dream project, Museum of Nikola Tesla, Belgrade. The project
includes promotion of the almanac From Happiness, from a Dream (No.2)
2005. History Reader project (Museum of Yugoslav History, Belgrade; Historical Archives of
Belgrade; Pedagogical Museum, Belgrade). The project includes street actions (distribution of
posters, pamphlets and stickers) and the promotion of the almanac History Reader (No.3)
Cultural Center Pancevo, Contemporary Art Gallery and Gallery Dvoriste, objects, drawings
Group 5xhibitions (selection)
1999. Prague, Prague Scenography Quadrennial
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2000. Belgrade - Hamburg, Pax Danubiana project
2002. Pancevo Cultural Center, Transparent
Vrsac Biennale of Young Artists
43rd October Salon, Belgrade
2003. Belgrade Summer Festival
2004. Belgrade Summer Festival
2005. First International Festival of Art Flags, Gallery Zlatno oko, Novi Sad
Belgrade Summer Festival
2006. Dislocations: Utopian Space(s), Gallery Ozon
Museum of Contemporary Art, Novi Sad, Balcan Art
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